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Handwashing Facilities
1. Shared Water / no soap
2. Shared water with soap
3. Pour to waste no soap
4. Pour to waste with soap
5. Squeezzy bottle no soap
6. Squeezzy bottle with soap
7. Jerry Can no soap
8. Jerry can with soap
9. Canacla (Manufactured facility) no soap
10. Canacla with soap
11. Tippy Tap (home made design) no soap
12. Tippy Tap with soap
13. Piped water with soap

Handwashing Times
14. Before preparing food
15. Before eating with hands
16. Before feeding child
17. Before breastfeeding baby
18. After changing baby / cleaning babies bottom
19. After cleaning the latrine
20. After defecation
21. After touching the garbage
22. After handling money or shopping
23. After sneezing/ touching nose
24. Before and after tending the sick
25. After contact with livestock
26. After contact with poison